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I'M DELIGHTED THAT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OUR COMPANY. 
YOU WILL SEE: IT'S WORTH IT.

I belong to the second generation of the family-owned company hasenkopf and 
have been its proprietor since 2001. The company's success story began in 1964, 
in the tranquil village of Mehring, near Burghausen in rural Upper Bavaria, and 
that is where it still continues. from a small workshop with just two employees 
hasenkopf has become a pioneer in the processing of innovative materials. Today 
we are an internationally active industrial manufacturer with a steadily growing 
team of currently 160 employees. as a specialist supplier we offer a wide range of 
integrated solutions in wood, Corian®, parapan® and other premium materials. 

But we are still proud of our origins and our roots in traditional craftsmanship, 
because only a company that applies workmanlike precision and attention to 
detail to even the most unusual individual order can also offer perfection in its 
series production and remain flexible with it. whether you are looking for a 
unique item or a series product  – hasenkopf is the right partner for your projects.

MY NAME IS 
ROLAND HASENkOPf.

roland hasenkopf, Dipl. Ing. (fh)
proprietor and Ceo
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AS CEO Of HASENkOPf I WOULD LIkE TO AWAkEN YOUR  
ENTHUSIASM fOR A COMPANY THAT CONTINUES TO  
ENTHRALL ME.

as an industrial manufacturer, hasenkopf is exploring new fields with its  
pioneering processing techniques for a wide range of premium materials .  
as part of an efficient value-adding chain, we work with customers and part- 
ners from joinery, carpentry and industrial processing to create products for  
prestigious clients, and have already made a name with well-known interna- 
tional brands, architects and designers. and we are hoping to develop still 
further. alongside our core competencies, 3-D forming and machining 
processes, we shall in future also be demonstrating our skills in the molding  
of selected materials. 

our workforce's unique expertise and motivation constitute the basis for our 
success. with the very latest machinery we are always in the forefront of  
technology, and our high quality standards apply equally to individual crea- 
tions and series production. That is how we manage to combine traditional 
craftsmanship with industrial innovation. prepare to be surprised – by  
undreamed-of possibilities and our unequaled products "Made in Bavaria".

I AM MARkUS 
GRöGER.
 

Markus Gröger, Dipl. Ing. (fh)
Ceo
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In 2001 I passed hasenkopf on to the next generation, but I am still delighted day 
after day by the positive development of the company that I founded in 1964 with just 
two employees. I wish my son and our loyal workforce every success for the future.

Didymus hasenkopf
Company founder 

WE ARE ENGINEERS, TRADERS, TECHNICIANS, CARPENTERS 
AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE, BUT ALL OUR ACTIVITIES HAVE 
ONE THING IN COMMON: ENTHUSIASM.

working at hasenkopf means working in a team. Because the peak performance 
that our customers have come to expect, and which is also what we expect of 
ourselves, can be achieved only if every single member of the team does their 
utmost every single day to contribute their individual craftsmanship and/or tech- 
nical or commercial abilities to our joint efforts. Together we are building on tried 
and tested foundations. Together we are exploring new paths. Together we are 
delighting our customers and partners.





InDUsTryManUfaCTUrer
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SERIES PRODUCTION

we are industry. with a workforce of 
around 160, a 15,000 m² production 
area and the very latest CaD, CaM and 
CnC facilities, even our series products 
can offer tailor-made perfection.  
That is why we have Industrial Manufac-
ture in our name, because hasenkopf's 
customers can enjoy all the advantages 
of industrial production, such as fast 
order processing, efficiency and  
just-in-time delivery.

PERfECTION MADE TO 
MEASURE. PERfECTION  
IN SERIES. THAT IS  
HASENkOPf.

CUSTOM PRODUCTION 

we are craftsmanship. for half a cen-
tury the company has been manufac-
turing distinctive and unique products 
and fulfilling our customers' individual 
requests, however unusual. hasenkopf 
sees itself as a manufacturer because – 
now more than ever – the word stands 
for excellent craftsmanship, reliable 
quality and tailor-made perfection. 
exactly like hasenkopf.
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TELL THE LOGO – OUR NEW 
LOGO STANDS fOR HASEN-
kOPf'S CORE COMPETENCE: 
PERfECTION IN THREE-
DIMENSIONAL PROCESSING, 
fROM SINGLE PIECES TO  
SERIES PRODUCTION. 

sInGle ITeMs anD serIes proDUCTIon
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DESIGN CHARACTER 01 – HYDRA XXL
SHOWER, BATHTUB AND WASHSTAND 
ROLLED INTO ONE. 
BY STUART A. VEECH / VMA

DesIGn CharaCTers
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DESIGN CHARACTER 02 – TWISTER
A NEW TWIST fOR THE kITCHEN.  
BY TITUS BERNHARD & PETER MARTIN
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DESIGN CHARACTER 03 – SWAN
THE MOST ELEGANT COMBINATION  
Of SHOWER AND BATHTUB.  
BY PETER MARTIN & TITUS BERNHARD
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frescata® 3D surfaces
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DESIGN CHARACTER 04 – WORkfLOW
SEAMLESS TRANSITIONS fOR fLUID WORk 
PROCESSES. BY PAUL fLOWERS

DesIGn CharaCTers
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MACHINING

The machining skills that we apply to the most diverse ma-
terials is a clear indication that our roots are in the carpentry 
trade. But here, too, we move with the times and combine 
traditional craftsmanship with modern, innovative techno-
logy. with eleven three-axis and five-axis CnC processing 
centers coupled with the very latest CaD and CaM solu-
tions we are optimally equipped to fulfill even extensive and 
complex orders.

fORMING

we have been thermoforming Corian® and other mineral 
and acrylic materials for over 20 years. Thanks to our com-
prehensive experience and the very latest processing tech-
nology we can now mold our versatile high-grade materials 
into almost any desired form, opening up undreamed-of 
possibilities in creative forming for customers, partners, 
architects and designers.

MOLDING

Molding is one of the very oldest shaping methods, but for 
us it is one of the newest. we are also expanding our capa-
city for three-dimensional processing and will shortly also 
be offering our customers moldings made from selected 
materials to their individual specifications.

OUR PROCESSING  
TECHNIqUES MACHINING, 
fORMING, MOLDING

COMPETENCE IN ALL ITS fORMS 

Machining, forming and in future also molding – we are old hands at the three-dimen-
sional processing of high-quality materials, but that doesn't mean we just rest on our 
laurels. In order to fulfill the high standards and individual ideas of our customers and 
partners from trade and industry we use the very latest mechanical and thermal pro-
cessing methods and make sure our technology is always up to date.
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WOOD

› natural and renewable

› easy and pleasant to work with

› very wide choice of types and materials

› can be combined with other materials
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WE GREW UP WITH WOOD AND  
ARE CONTINUING TO GROW WITH IT.

since 1964 we have been using wood and wood-based materials to manufac-
ture high-quality ready-to-assemble drawer systems. from a selection of over 
100 different profiles and a wide variety of designs we manufacture individual 
solutions for our customers from joinery, carpentry and the processing industries. 
our range of available materials includes both plywood and genuine wood, 
coated chipboard and high quality MDf profiles in a variety of colors. alongside 
classic drawer materials such as beechwood and maple we also offer precious 
woods such as oak, ash, cherry and walnut. we will manufacture made-to-meas-
ure products in any quantity, including one, and this applies not only to drawers. 
on request we will work together with our partners from all areas of the wood-
working trades and industries to realize entire shop-fittings and modular designs.

OUR CLASSIC
MATERIAL – WOOD
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CORIAN®

› extremely hard-wearing and durable

› mechanical and thermal processing

› smooth and seamless bonding

› particularly hygienic and easy to clean

› amenable to backlighting

› available in 100 different colors

› eco-friendly and recyclable
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CORIAN® HAS MANY fACETS – 
ALL Of THEM GOOD.

Corian® is the versatile all-rounder among our premium materials. Its outstanding 
physical properties enable this mineral material to fulfill the highest expectations 
for aesthetics, functionality, durability and user-friendliness. for reasons of quality 
we rely on the original from Dupont. Corian® can be machined in the conventional 
way, but our sophisticated process- ing technology also enables it to be thermally 
shaped into almost any desired form. our services in and around Corian® range 
from the individually customized manufacture of simple worktops, washstands, 
ceilings and wall cladding right up to highly complex objects shaped in three-
dimensions – all at extremely competitive prices and to an optimal technological 
quality standard.

OUR MULTI-TALENTED  
MATERIAL – CORIAN®
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PARAPAN®

› top quality high-gloss surface

› massive material

› homogeneously through-colored

› available in 17 colors
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PARAPAN® IS SUPERfICIAL IN THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY.
AND OffERS THE SOLUTION fOR PARTICULAR REqUIREMENTS.

our uncomplicated delivery of ready-to-assemble components made of parapan® 
makes it easy for shopfitters and furniture manufacturers to fulfill even challenging 
tasks such as mirror-finishes and high-gloss surfaces. parapan® is not only emi-
nently suitable for fronts, doors and claddings on cupboards and other furniture, 
it is also ideal for building the entire piece. This homogeneous acrylic material is 
evenly colored right through, does not fade and is available in 20 different colors. 
our standard colors are always in stock. we use machining and thermoforming to 
lend the desired shape to objects and surfaces made of parapan®, bringing color 
and luster to every facet of daily life.

OUR HIGHLIGHT 
MATERIAL – PARAPAN®
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OUR VERSATILE PREMIUM MATERIALS 
MAkE EVERY CHOICE THE RIGHT ONE.

as well as wood, Corian® and parapan®, we also offer products and services 
using other premium materials such as acrylic and gypsum fiberboard. each of  
our materials possesses its own individual properties that can be utilized both 
when processing it and subsequently in the appropriate application environ-
ment. our wide range of different materials and our proven expertise in the 
various processing techniques enables us to offer a suitable solution for any  
project – whatever material, form or purpose you have in mind.

AND AS AN ENCORE –  
OTHER PREMIUM MATERIALS
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COMPETENCE 
IN DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE

SOPHISTICATED DESIGNS CALL fOR UNUSUAL MATERIALS AND 
fORMS AND THAT APPLIES EqUALLY TO INDIVIDUAL OBjECTS 
AND ENTIRE ROOMS.

hasenkopf brings your fantasies to life: for designers and architects we create  
entirely new possibilities for creative design – with innovative materials and the 
very latest techniques for shaping them in exciting new ways. Thanks to our 
expertise and many years' experience in the three-dimensional processing of 
premium materials such as Corian® and parapan®, we are your ideal partner for 
aesthetic innovation. 

your creativity can be practically unbounded: whether you are looking for unusual 
forms for design objects, impressive ornamentation and finishing of surfaces 
and facings or spectacular lighting installation – our versatile materials can give 
substance to your dreams. we like to provide creative processes with advice and 
practical support from the initial idea on and work alongside our customers and 
partners all the way to the final implementation.

hasenkopf created this impressive wall covering for the auditorium of the new international Congress 
Center in the Usbekistan capital Tashkent on behalf of the exhibition and shop fitters and designers 
riedl, working from original designs from the Ippolito fleitz Group. The choice of the color Glacier 
white for these artistically curved swathes of Corian® allows them to be backlit, so that the vast 
room is bathed in a noble radiance. [ photo: andreas focke ]
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OUR CUSTOMERS AND  
PARTNERS ARE jUST AS 
VERSATILE AS WE ARE.

 

WE ARE PART Of AN EffICIENT CHAIN WITH EACH LINk ADDING VALUE: AS PARTNERS WE 
COOPERATE WITH CRAfTSMEN AND ARTISANS SUCH AS jOINERS, SHOPfITTERS AND EXHIBI-
TION DESIGNERS AND CONSTRUCTORS, AND If DESIRED WITH ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS 
DURING YOUR PROjECT‘S PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PHASE. WE SUPPLY READY-TO-IN-
STALL SOLUTIONS OR HAVE THEM INSTALLED BY LOCAL CONTRACT INSTALLERS. THIS MEANS 
THAT WE HAVE A STAkE IN THE SUCCESSfUL IMPLEMENTATION Of PROjECTS WELL-kNOWN 
NOTED BRANDS, COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONS: 
AIDA, ALLIANz ARENA VIP LOUNGES, ARMY LODGE BöBLINGEN, ARRI TV, ASkLEPIOS HOSPITAL 
(LICH), AUDI, AUCTION HOUSE STUkER, AXEL MEISELICHT, BAYERISCHE VERSORGUNGSkAMMER, 
BMW, BORROMäUSAPOTHEkE SALzBURG, CHINESE EMBASSY, DENTAPRIME CLINIC VARNA 
(BULGARIA), fELDMILLA.DESIGNHOTEL. (SOUTH TYROL), DEUTSCHE POST, DEUTSCHE TELEkOM, 
DkV, DRESDNER BANk, EADS, E.ON, ESTéE LAUDER, fC BAYERN MüNCHEN, MüNSTER-OSNA-
BRüCk AIRPORT, fRANCE TéLéCOM, GENOSSENSCHAfTSVERBAND MüNCHEN, HAB HOTEL 
BERLIN, HOTEL PUERTA AMERICA MADRID (SPAIN), HELIOS kLINIkEN ERfURT, UNIVERSITY fOR 
TECHNOLOGY, COMMERCE AND CULTURE LEIPzIG, HOTEL BALLINGHAUS, HOTEL BAYERISCHER 
HOf, HOTEL THERESIA HINTERGLEMM, IMPULS ARENA AUGSBURG, BIOCHEMICAL INSTITUTE  
Of THE UNIVERSITY Of  LEIPzIG, CHILDREN‘S AND WOMEN‘S HOSPITAL DRESDEN, CHILDREN‘S 
AND WOMEN‘S HOSPITAL kARLSRUHE, kING kHALID UNIVERSITY ABHA (SAUDI-ARABIA), CINE-
MA CENTER LEDERHOf ULM, CONGRESS CENTER TASCHkENT (USBEkISTAN), HOSPITALS IN 
INGOLSTADT, GARMISCH-PARTENkIRCHEN, kARLSRUHE, STUTTGART AND WüRzBURG, kPMG, 
kREISSPARkASSE köLN, MERCURE fRANkfURT RAUNHEIM, MüNCHNER RüCk, NIGHTCLUB 
MAXIMILIANHöfE MUNICH, NOVARTIS PHARMA AG, OCCHIO, PALAIS COBURG, PASTA-kONTOR 
BERLIN MITTE, PIONEER INVESTMENTS, PLAYMOBIL, RED BULL, SAP, SAS RADISSON COLOGNE, 
SIMBA TOYS CASINO, SkY, T-MOBILE, LANSERHOf INNSBRUCk, SOfITEL VIENNA, UNIVERSITIES 
Of DüSSELDORf, fREIBURG AND MUNICH, UNILEVER, VODAfONE, WELLENBAD GLEISDORf 
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BATHING & WASHING 

“Corian® Designbadewanne po“, Boffi s.p.a., 2003 
lentate sul seveso, Milan), Design Claudio 
silvestrin [ photo: Boffi s.p.a. ]

we open up new design possibilities for bathrooms 
and showers. our mineral materials guarantee the 
most hygienic conditions.

LIfE & LIVING

Table design manufactured in Corian® for Veech 
Media architecture (VMa) [ photo: heiner heine ] 
 

we cooperate with well-know designers to create  
not only distinctive and impressive one-off objects 
but also full sets of furnishings and fittings to  
visibly enhance your quality of life and living.

COOkING & EATING

Corian® kitchen worktop for alno 
[ photo: alno ] 

for kitchens – the core environment of our lives –  
we create both functional and beautiful solutions.

STORING & ORDERING

MDf drawers with curved fronts for frauenbrunnen, 
switzerland [ photo: frauenbrunnen ]

 
 
with individually designed furnishings and our 
proven high-quality drawer solutions we provide  
for elegant order and practical living.

WORkING & REPRESENTING 

Ceiling lights and furniture made of Corian® and 
wood on behalf of stonner Ip for Münchener rück 
[ photo: stonner Ip ]  

 
for offices and other working environments we 
offer suitable and practical furnishings and designs.

PRESENTING & SELLING

parapan® counter and paneling on behalf of Cole 
joinery and CD Uk for Dior [ photo: evonik 
Degussa ]

 
with our attractive furnishings and versatile designs 
we can help to create retail premises and fair 
exhibits to achieve the very best in means of 
presenting a company‘s products and services.

HOSTING & WELCOMING

Counter installation made of Corian® and wood 
on behalf of riedl / Team Concept for 
BMw welt Munich  

 
we facilitate attractive and functional furnishing 
solutions for caterers and hoteliers, who are happy 
to see our products among their permanent 
residents.

LIGHTING & HIGHLIGHTING

“Corian® nouvel lumieres“ (2007 Milan week of 
design), design Jean nouvel, foto leo Torri image 
courtesy of Dupont™ Corian® (all rights reserved 
on design and photo)  
 
some of our materials are translucent and therefore 
eminently suitable for impressive lighting 
installations. elegant surface finishes also offer 
numerous attractive possibilities. 

HEALING & CARING

Medical worktops made of Corian® 
for karl Baisch [ photo: karl Baisch Gmbh ]  

 
for healthcare institutions we create environments 
that promise comfort and hygiene as well as being 
pleasant to use and easy to clean.
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WE TAkE INDIVIDUAL IDEAS AND 
GIVE THEM PERfECT SHAPE fOR  
LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION. 
WE WILL GLADLY ADVISE YOU  
RIGHT fROM THE PLANNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT STAGE. jUST GIVE 
US A CALL! WE ARE ALWAYS READY 
TO LISTEN TO YOUR IDEAS.

T +49 . (0)86 77 . 98 47-0
SERVICE@HASENkOPf.DE
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